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Take a journey through Egypt and discover a brand new playing experience!

EGYPTIAN GOLD™ is our first 5-level progressive link using EPiSODiC GAMiNG™. The Egyptian 
themed support titles are available as single games or multigame package on the stunning OXYGEN™ 
cabinet. 

THE CONCEPT

On his journey through Egypt, the player unlocks more features and additional bet options, making 
more action available. Beginning with Status 2, the Bonus Selection starts, enabling the player to 
pick his preferred bonus feature. When the player reaches the highest status, an additional award 
is randomly revealed by Tutenchamun. In the 5-Level Progressive Playoff, the player has to choose 
Sarcophagi to collect treasures and he can win up to 5 progressive jackpot levels at the same time.

GAMES

Cleora™, Nefturi™, Ramosis™, Nuit & Horus™

WILD STAYS MOVES AND PAYS

Nuit & Horus features the innovative 
Wild Stays, Moves and Pays experience. 
If the wild symbols occur 4-fold stacked 

they will transform into one big symbol, covering 
all reels and moving one reel to the left in the next 
purchased game with the same bet option. The Wild 
Stays, Moves and Pays functionality is available with 
any bet.

SPECIAL FEATURES

EPiSODiC GAMiNG

As the player progresses through the game during one session, he can save 
his current status and re-activate this status during the next play session. 
From status to status the player gets more features, additional bet options 
and in the highest status the chance for an additional big win amount re-
vealed by Tutenchamun. A map is displaying his journey.

It is possible to login either by creating an account (username + password) 
via the onscreen keyboard or to add a status code which makes it possible 
to play anonymously. We recommend to login so that the player‘s status is 
saved in addition to his status ticket.

BONUS FEATURES

GOLDEN ANKH BONUS

 The Golden Ankh Bonus is triggered with the Green Ankh, Red Ankh and Blue 
 Ankh on reels 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Choose your favourite Ankh and win either 
 a Mystery Win, the Free Games Bonus or the Egyptian Gold Bonus.

EGYPTIAN GOLD BONUS

The player has to choose 1 from 5 Sarcophargi to reveal up to 5 symbols. The 
symbols will move to the upper screen to � ll the empty spaces next to the 
corresponding jackpot levels. 5 equal symbols trigger the respective jackpot. 
The player can win up to 5 jackpot levels at the same time.

FREE GAMES BONUS

All four supporting titles o� er an individual Free Games Bonus with the 
possibility to re-trigger the Golden Ankh Bonus.
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PYRAMIDS BONUS

Beginning with status 2 the player may choose the Free Games or Pyramids Bonus. He starts to pick stones 
to reveal credit amounts, multipliers or a Golden Ankh Bonus re-trigger.

      
     
Beginning with status 3 the player has a new
additional bet option. By pressing the MULTi
ACTiON Button, the player can play up to 4
games simultaneously on 1 machine.

ANCIENT WHEEL BONUS

Beginning with status 4 the player may choose
between the Free Games, the Pyramids Bonus or
the now activated Ancient Wheel Bonus. A combi-
nation of 2 wheels will award the player with
credit wins, multipliers, re-spins or a Golden
Ankh Bonus re-trigger.

TUTENCHAMUN´S MYSTERY TREASURE

The � nal status 5 awards the player with a very
high randomly triggered mystery win.

      


